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Abstract
Checker designs for on-line testing of asynchronous handshake interfaces are proposed here. The
checker monitors the interface signals that follow a protocol. The checker produces a code word at its
output when the interface signals abide to the protocol, where as, when the protocol is violated, a noncode word is generated at the output. Checkers are designed to directly implement sets of forbidden
transitions, otherwise known as refusals. A “busy” approach is used to design the checker. In this
approach, self-test of the checker is performed during the normal operation where the output signals are
constantly switching.

1 Introduction
With rapid advances in technology, billions of transistors can be integrated into a single die. This is
achieved by shrinking feature sizes, often at the expense of parameter variability and overall design predictability. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [1] states that in spite of concerns
expressed in its earlier version, the Moore’s law is still in place. As a result, designers face challenges
of creating very complex dependable systems on a single chip, specifically aimed at fabrication technologies having increased variability and soft-error [2] rate. An approach to alleviate the effect of parameter
variations on timing closure is a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous System (GALS) [3], which
uses asynchronous and, possibly self-timed interfaces between blocks. Compared to synchronous circuits
designed and fabricated today, asynchronous circuits are fundamentally different. This difference gives
asynchronous circuits inherent properties that can be (and have been) exploited to gain advantages as no
clock skew, low power consumption [11], security features, etc. So far several companies including Sun,
Philips and Intel are either investigating the use of asynchronous techniques in their products or are already
using them. However, asynchronous approach is not yet well-established and widely-used design methodology. The main reasons for this are: 1) lack of CAD tool to support asynchronous circuit design; and 2)
insufficient development of testing methodology [18].
Here we propose on-line testing method for asynchronous circuits and implement checkers to monitor
simple handshakes. A typical self-checking circuit includes a functional circuit and a checker circuit. The
checker circuit, monitors for code words at the output of the functional circuit. If a non-code is detected, the
checker indicates this (fault secure). Also if any faults occur within the checker, then this is also indicated
(self-testing).
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In this report, we apply traditional on-line testing methods to asynchronous circuits and analyse the
specifics of such an application. The myth of ’high testability’ of self-timed circuits is discussed. Several
checkers for handshake interfaces are presented.

2 Background
Explicit logic synthesis [13] and direct mapping [25] are two techniques for synthesizing asynchronous
circuits.
Logic synthesis method uses Signal Transition graphs or STGs, as system specification. This method
derives logic equations for the output signals using the next state functions. These functions are obtained
from STGs, by exploring all possible combinations of firing orders. This may lead to a state space which is
larger than the original STG. The state space is represented as a State graph (SG). A SG is a binary encoded
reachability graph of the Petri Net. Then the theory of regions [14] is used to obtain the logic equations for
the output signals. The tool, PETRIFY, uses this synthesis technique.
Petri nets are used as system specification for Direct mapping technique. In this technique, the initially
closed model (model that captures both device and environment), is converted into an open model. For this,
two transformations, namely, environment tracking and output exposition are done. These transformations
give rise to an open model, consisting of tracker and bouncer. The tracker precomputes the output signals
(in parallel to the environment). The bouncer, uses these signals and generates the output as soon as it
receives the trigger signals from the environment. The tracker and bouncer are connected to each other
by means of read-arcs, which are equivalent to self-loops. These are non-consuming arcs, with no arrow
heads at both ends and which control enabling of transitions. The tracker (Petri Net places) is mapped into
David cells [26] and the bouncer to latches.
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Figure 1: David cell
Structure of a David cell (DC) is shown in Figure 1 (a). DCs can be coupled using four-phase handshake
interfaces, so that the interface <r2,a2> of the previous stage can be connected to interface <r1,a1> of next
stage. It operates under the protocol defined as a STG in Figure 1 (b). Places p1 and p2 can be used to
model places of PN shown in Figure 1 (c). The dotted rectangle depicts the transition between p1 and
p2, containing an internal place where token disappears for time τ r1−→r2+ . This corresponds to one gate
delay and is considered as negligible.
Both the above synthesis methods are used to derive checker designs. Comparison of the two methods
in terms of area, latency and testability is given in the section 6.
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3 Testability of self-timed circuits
Early studies on this subject [8, 9, 10], discovered interesting testability features of asynchronous circuits
with complete acknowledgement property otherwise known as delay-insensitive and speed-independent
(SI) [11]. These circuits tend to halt in presence of stuck-at faults on interconnect wires (s-a faults at gate
outputs). This formed a foundation to the myth of self-timed circuits being totally self checking. There are
several constraints formulated in [8], which need to be satisfied to make a SI circuit TSC (which are often
overlooked). These constraints require a s-a- fault to be constant, to be positioned at a logic gate output,
and the circuit is required to be deterministic and hazard-free (state graph being semi-modular lattice). The
following two examples show how restrictive these constraints are.
X
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Figure 2: Low-latency circuit
The first example (Figure 2), is a ’tracker’ comprising of five self-timed latches, L1-L4 controlling the
’output latch’. X is the primary input and Y is the primary output. This is a simplistic example of lowlatency SI design approach described in [12]. Trackers are capable of capturing very complex behaviours,
as they directly implement a Petri Net model, moreover, each element of the tracker implements a single
place of the model. In our example a single token (’on’ state) is shifted through the tracker left to right (onehot encoding). The feedback from the output latch slows down the request-acknowledgement handshakes
between the elements of the tracker, making them to wait for the corresponding output. Input Z us used by
the environment to delay the corresponding transition (first Y-) of the protocol. If a s-a-1 fault is introduced
at the location indicated by the cross the following will happen. L1 enables Y+ and it switches as soon as
X+ takes place; this is normal. Then the environment does X- and, for example, delays Z+. The circuit
is expected to keep Y=1 until Z+, but the fault enables Y- and creates the race between Z+ and Y-. As as
result, L2 may go meta-stable or not switch at all, and the environment may get a hazard in its protocol
checking circuitry. So, in this example a fully deterministic and hazard free SI circuit produced hazards
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under a s-a fault at interconnect, which may result in intermittent errors.
In the second example, we look at the behaviour of the DC in presence of a s-a fault at the gate input.
If the fault is introduced, as shown in Figure 3, then the circuit stops being SI and may produce a hazard by
doing a1+ early as a response to a2- rather than r1-. On the other hand, the circuit behaviour under a fault
can be an over-set w.r.t the correct behaviour. One needs to exercise various delays in the signal sources
and gates in order to detect the behaviour which has been ’added’ to the normal behaviour. This is often
difficult, impractical or impossible due to delays being fixed at the moment of circuit fabrication. In the
current example, in order to guarantee activation of the fault it is necessary to incorporate a logic gate into
the r1-a1 handshake interface and to control it accordingly to provide τ r2−→a2−+ < τ a1−→r1+ . So, the
timing closure achieved by using handshake signalling and clock elimination becomes a major obstruction
to testability.
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0
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Figure 3: Stuck-at fault in DC
Thus, two fundamental problems of asynchronous circuit testing have been outlined: hazards under a
fault and reduced fault coverage. Hazards in synchronous systems are dealt with by introducing a time
delay sufficient for the hazards to resolve itself into a stable state. This delay is defined by the clock. There
is no clock in asynchronous circuits and even a minute hazard may upset a latch. This can be dealt with
by introducing delay elements in the checker structures. For the second problem we currently have not
solution apart from using known structures with small number of untestable faults.

4 On-line testing infrastructure
In this section we consider application of a traditional double redundancy approach to asynchronous interfaces. An attempt to solve ’synchronisation’ problem leads us to a new model and new checker solutions.
Asynchronous circuits are based upon ’closed’ models. If an asynchronous block is duplicated with the
purpose of on-line testing, then it needs to be synchronised with the whole system. A direct solution to this
problem is shown in Figure 4. Two asynchronous blocks, Block 1 and Block 2, take the same inputs from
the environment and their outputs are synchronised pairwise, by means of Muller C-elements.
Synchronisation of the checker with the functional system presents a difficult problem, as due to timing
flexibility it may be difficult to convert the outputs into dual-rail code. An example of the synchronisation
’wrapper’ for a standard dual-rail TSC checker is shown in Figure 6. STG of Block 1 and 2 is shown in
Figure 5, where a is an input from the environment and x, y are outputs of the blocks. The outputs are
synchronised pairwise using C-elements. The blocks produce exactly one switching event on each output
wire in each cycle of operation. The functional blocks are considered to be slower than the checker hence
their outputs are not acknowledged by the wrapper.
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Figure 4: Worse case performance
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Figure 5: STG of an example
The synchronisation problem w.r.t the synchronic distance [15] is solved by using FIFOs. The outputs
are compared by a standard TSC checker. This checker produces a code word at its output if no fault is
detected. Whereas in presence of a fault, a non-code is generated on ’Data checker output’. The use of such
a checker makes sense only if data types associated with the output transitions are complex. If they are
simple ’tokens’ (present - not present value), then their comparison is trivial and redundant. The standard
dual-rail checker is not needed. In this case, it is important to check whether the tokens were placed in the
FIFOs correctly or not. This is the duty of the protocol checkers. For example, suppose the FIFO is full.
The FIFO indicates this by raising the ack signal. At this moment, the FIFO cannot accept the next set
of outputs from the block. But if the outputs are generated (due to an error), the protocol at the input of
FIFO is violated, which is detected by the protocol checker. The self-communicating fabric registers this
violation and generates a non-code word on ’Protocol checker output’.
So in this structure the concerns of data checking and protocol checking are separated. In our circuits,
our main focus is on testing of control path only. This is done by monitoring only the protocols, hence the
data checkers from the above structure are not needed. Testing of data path was addressed in [7], and an
efficient solution based on redundancy codes was developed.
In our solution (Figure 7), we have removed the data checker, leaving in place the protocol checkers
only. This is applicable to interface and control circuit testing where data types are trivial. The second copy
of the functional block is also removed and its behaviour is incorporated into the protocol checkers.
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5 Checkers for protocol
Throughout this section we use a simple handshake protocol r+ → a+ → r− → a− → r+ as an object
under test. Protocols can be modelled as state graphs [17]. A state graph for simple handshake is shown
in Figure 8. For each state one can define a set of enabled transitions and a set of disabled or refused
transitions. This is the foundation of the theory of refusals [23]. In our approach, we define a set of refusals
for each state of the protocol and construct the model of the checker. For example, in state 00, the enabled
set is {r+} and the disabled set is {a+}. The enable transitions lead us to the next valid state, 10, and the
disabled transitions to the error state, 01.
At this stage it is impossible to derive a specification of a self-timed circuit because all protocol signals
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Figure 8: Protocol under test
are inputs w.r.t the checker. It just ‘observes’ the protocol having no means to acknowledge its own actions.
This, however, results in a very important property of non-interference, i.e. the checker does not slow down
the functional circuit. It is assumed that the protocol is slow enough to let the checker operate correctly.
Here we propose checker designs based on “busy” signalling. This approach is similar to traditional
synchronous checker. It tests itself under normal operation by processing data, which in general case is nondeterministic, i.e. one cannot guarantee that the complete test set is applied in bounded time. Furthermore,
such a checker constantly switches its outputs under normal operation (burning power). The checkers based
on this approach are self-checking. These checkers are implemented in AMS-0.35µ CMOS technology
using Cadence tools. The analogue simulations for these checkers are also presented.
On the contrary, checkers can be designed based on “lazy” approach. In this approach, the checker is
self-tested on request only. As such it saves power by not switching its outputs during normal operation,
but only under the self-test mode. This gives a bounded time for self-test. During the self-test mode, the
operation of the functional circuit is not affected. Checkers based on this approach, sacrifice fault security
during the self-test mode. So we can say that these checkers are either fault secure most for the time or
self-testing for a short period.

5.1 Checker design
The block diagram of the checker using the busy approach, is shown in Figure 9 (a). The protocol signals
(r and a), are the inputs to the checker. The output signals (e1 and e2) are constantly switching, under the
normal operation. The checker produces code words on these signals when the protocol is followed. Any
violations by the protocol signals is detected by the checker, and it generates a non-code word on the output
signals.
The protocol followed by e1 and e2 is shown in Figure 9 (b). States 00, 10 and 01 belong to the set
of code words. Where as state 11 belongs to set of non-code words. For example, when input r+ (which
belongs to enabled set of state r=0, a=0) is received, the checker produces the code word 10 (e1=1, e2=0) at
its output. However, if input a+ (belongs to refusal set of state r=0, a=0) is received then checker generates
the non code word 11 (e1=1, e2=1). Next, if a+ (belongs to enabled set of state r=1, a=0) is received, code
word at output of checker is 00 (e1=0, e2=0). If r- (belongs to refusal set of state r=1, a=0) is received then
non-code word 11 is generated. Similar sequences for other states can also be derived.
STG of the checker is shown in Figure 10. This design is a direct implementation of the set of enables
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Figure 9: Checker
and set of refusals defined in Figure 8. The checker outputs, follow the protocol shown in Figure 9 (b).
At place p1 (state 00) refusal set is a+/1 and enable set is r+. If a+/1 is received, e1+/1 and e2+/1 fire
generating a non-code word at the output. If r+ is received, token moves ahead to place p2, and sets e1 to
1. This generates a code word, 10, at the output of the checker. An acknowledgement is received on ack.
The checker is now ready to accept the next input.
Sets of enables, refusals and firing sequences can also be defined for states 10 (place p3), 11 (place p5)
and 01 (place p7) similar to those defined for state 00 (place p1).
The checker is synthesised using Petrify [13] which generates logic equations as shown in Figure 10.
p1

r+

p2 e1+ p3

a+

p4

ack+/1
pack1
a+/1
e1+/1
ack+/9

r−/3
e2+/3
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ack−/2
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pack8

r+/7

e1+/5
ack+/5
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Refusals
perror7

[e1] = csc1’a’ +csc0a + re2;
[e2] = csc0’(e1a’ + csc1) + r’e1;
[csc1] = ackcsc1 + r’ack’;
[csc0] = a’(csc0 + r’) + r’csc0;
Figure 10: STG of checker

Simulation results Simulation results for the checker are shown in Figure 11. The output environment
of the checker, for performing the simulation, is a simple block. This block consists an XOR and AND
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gate, outputs of which are ORed together to generate the ack signal. In practice, this environment will be
more complex.
The waveforms show the expected behaviour of the checker. If the protocol under test is not violated,
the checker produces code words on the output signals. When the protocol is violated (a is received before
r), a non-code word (e1=1, e2 =1) is generated.

Protocol violation
(non−code word
on e1 and e2)

Figure 11: Simulation results of checker

Checker with early propagation The concept of early propagation introduced by [24] can be used to design an optimised checker. In this concept, some signals are precomputed in advance. These precomputed
signals and trigger signals from the environment together form the output.
In the previous checker design, it can be observed that, from place p1 (state 00), e1+ fires irrespective
of whether the input is from enables (r+) or refusals (a+/1) set. Also ack+ fires immediately after e1+.
These signals e1+ and ack+ can be precomputed before p1. Then depending on whether r+ or a+/1 arrives,
either e1- or e2+/1 can fire. The STG of the checker using precomputation or early propagation concept
is shown in Figure 12. The sets of enables and refusals are similar to previous checker. Other signals e2+
and e2- are also precomputed at place p5 and p7.
This checker is also synthesised in Petrify to obtain the logic equations shown at the bottom of the STG.
Analysis of the checker design A circuit is said to be self-checking if it satisfies the properties of faultsecure and self-test [6]. A self-checking circuit should be able to detect errors in the functional block as well
as the checker block. Fault secure property of the functional circuit is satisfied using the above checkers.
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[csc1] = a’csc1 + a’r + rcsc1;
Figure 12: STG of early propagation checker
In order to evaluate self-testability of the checker, all possible input stuck-at-faults are enumerated. After
analyses, we obtain the following results.
For the checker, 53% of the input stuck-at-faults are detected and 47% are not detected. These checkers
are obtained using Petrify. It generates equations consisting of complex gates. Complex gates have many
inputs and one output. So all input stuck-at faults do not affect the output, resulting in low testability.
A possible solution would be, to design checkers using Direct mapping technique. Circuits obtained by
this technique are shown to have higher percentage of self-test [20] with respect to stuck-at faults.
Checker using Direct mapping technique The concept of direct mapping introduced in section 2 is
used to derive a new checker design. The Petri Net model of this checker is shown in Figure 13, consisting
of a tracker and a bouncer. The tracker precomputes the output signals (transitions shown in brackets in the
tracker). The bouncer uses these signals and generates the output as soon as it receives the trigger signals
(r, a and ack) from the environment.
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Figure 13: Petri Net model of checker
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Sets of enables and refusals are similar to those defined previously. In place p1, when input from
enables set (r+) is received, transition 1 is enabled (setting e1 to 1). If input from refusals set (a+), is
received, transition 2 and 2’ are enabled. This sets both e1 and e2 to 1, generating a non-code word at the
output. Similarly other sets of enables and refusals can be defined.
David cell
p1

ack_from_p2

ack_to_p4
req_from_p4
e2=0

req_to_p2
e1=1
reset function
latch

p2
a=1
ack=1

e1 =1

p1
r=1
ack=0

e1 =0

set function

Figure 14: Gate level implementation of checker design
Places p1 to p4, in the tracker are mapped to DC and the elementary cycles (e1 and e2), in the bouncer,
to set-reset Flip-Flops. Gate level implementation of one stage of the tracker and the bouncer is shown in
Figure 14. Note, only one out of four set functions of the latch is shown here. This set function will have
four, three-input AND gates, whose outputs are Ored and then inputted to the NOR gate in the latch.
Simulations results for this checker are similar to those shown in Figure 11, in which signals e1 and e2
generate code words during the fault-free behaviour and non-code words for faulty operation.

6 Comparison of checker designs
In this section, the checker designs obtained by Petrify and Direct mapping are compared. Checkers are
compared in terms of area, latency and testability. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of Checker implementation
Checker
Area (µm2 )
Latency (ns)
Testability (%)

Petrify
853
1.13
53

Direct mapping
2516
0.84
78

Circuits obtained by Direct mapping are larger in size compared to those obtained by Petrify. However,
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these circuits are better in terms of latency and testability. These circuits are 100% (off-line) testable as
shown in [20]. But the on-line testability of these circuits is low, because of the gates that implement the
refusal sets. These gates are used in the set function of the bouncer latches and are activated only when the
protocol is violated. Under normal operation (no protocol violation), these gates do not affect the outputs
(e1 and e2). Hence, a fault in these gates is not detected. Also these gates contribute to the larger size of
the checker.

7 Conclusion
A method of concurrent error detection at asynchronous interfaces has been explored. Checker designs
for handshake protocols are implemented in AMS-0.35µ process using Cadence tools and simulated. The
checkers detect out-of-order errors in the protocol under test. They are based on busy signalling approach,
in which the output is constantly switching under normal operation.
The enumeration of the checker faults has shown the coverage of 53% and so a new checker based on
direct mapping approach is proposed. The two checker designs are compared in terms of area, latency and
testability.
In future we would like to improve the self-testability of checkers. The practicality of the proposed
method still needs to be assessed. Asynchronous checkers would require a significant amount of area
overhead when used for multiple handshakes. The designers should apply this technique selectively at
appropriate level of the system design, e.g. this could be cost effective when used in GALS systems where
large portions of system are tested by traditional means.
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